15 MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEMS
(grammar and vocabulary)

Read the sentences and fill in the blanks.

1. He wants to get a better ______ and earn more money.
   a) employ   b) job   c) work   d) employment

2. Managers set objectives, and decide .......... their organization can achieve them.
   a) what   b) how   c) which   d) because

3. Obviously, objectives occasionally .......... be modified or changed.
   a) have to   b) must to   c) shouldn’t   d) ought

4. A defect can be caused .......... negligence by one of the members of a team.
   a) by   b) to   c) at   d) in

5. I ............ the piano since the age of five.
   a) played   b) am playing   c) play   d) have played

6. The unions now represent less .......... 10% of the French work force.
   a) of   b) in   c) than   d) then

7. ............ some employers oppose the very existence of unions, many theorists stress the
   necessity of unions.
   a) Because   b) Due to   c) However   d) Although

8. Managers who are ambitious are ............ -oriented managers.
   a) socially   b) success   c) well   d) non

9. Warning! No unauthorised personnel ............ this point.
   a) about   b) from   c) beyond   d) on

10. You won’t be allowed into the club ............ you wear a suit and tie.
    a) if   b) unless   c) whether   d) apart

11. As long as ............ have needs that need to be represented they’ll need trade unions.
    a) employees   b) employers   c) managers   d) partners

12. Market leaders usually want to ............ their market share even further, or at least to protect
    their current market share.
    a) decrease   b) dominate   c) increase   d) establish

13. We haven’t had ............ news from our agent.
    a) some   b) any   c) no   d) none

14. A recent survey identified the UK as ............ place in Europe to buy a car.
    a) most expensive   b) the more expensive   c) more expensive   d) the most expensive

15. You ............ fly to Dover – there isn’t an airport.
    a) may   b) can   c) may not   d) cannot
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